


Mallery told me the following:  She looked out of her window and saw 
a white male and said "I was afraid".  “I put my pants on and didn't 
have a shirt on and I didn't know this person.  The gate is closed 
and there are "No Trespassing" signs and there was someone right 
outside my window.  Strange things happen.  I didn't know if he was 
trying to rape me!” "I was like give me some ID" and he just started 
running so my dog started chasing after him.  He was running and 
saying, "I have some papers to leave here".  I said, "give me some 
ID, why did you trespass on my property, what are you doing here?" 

I asked Mallery at the time you were doing this what did you have 
in your hands?  Mallery responded, "I did have a gun in my hands". 
I asked Mallery what type of weapon did you have?  Mallery indicated 
it was a shotgun.  Mallery further said, " I was like what are you 
doing here" (he ran, and I asked for ID because everything is locked 
here pointing to her gate).  So why were you on the property?   I 
didn't have no shirt, I was outside without a shirt on, chasing him 
because I did not know why he was here, I couldn't get his ID.  So, 
when I went down there I saw his car was sitting there, I was trying 
to call the police out.  I didn't have a signal and couldn't get his 
tag number, but I don't know who he was at all.  But he was here”. 

I asked Mallery did the unknown male say anything to you?  Mallery 
responded, "It happened so fast, I was in a state of shock, slightly 
because obviously I had no clothes on and someone is looking through 
the window and I'm like what the hell is going on?"   

Mallery pointed to a window on the shed near the south side of the 
property.  Mallery again told me, “Look at the gate it says "No 
Trespassing" as she pointed.  She continued, “I'm trying to protect 
myself, my animals, and my property.  I don't know! He did not provide 
ID and he started running”.   

I asked Mallery what happened next.  She said, “He was just running, 
and the dog was chasing after him.  He was running that was it.  Then 
he got to his car but obviously, I didn't have a shirt on, so I was 
walking with the dog.  His car was sitting down here” (and again 
Mallery was pointing to the south) which is an area south of her 
address but on the roadway.  Mallery continued, "And I don't know 
if the call went through when I called 911 but it was like a blue 
SUV".   

I specifically asked, “At what point did you discharge the weapon?” 
Mallery stated, "I did not, this is why I am kind of confused.  Umm, 
I had it and I was pointing it like, hey give me some ID.  I don't 
know who you are but that was kind of and (she paused) I asked for 
ID- he didn't provide it and he just started running and the dog was 
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at 6:40 (minutes) and at the 6:43 (minutes) you can hear a weapon 
discharge in the background.  After the shotgun was racked and 
between the trigger being pressed (to discharge a round) Mallery said 
something but I was unable to make out what she said.   

In the video I did observe  physically retreating and 
verbally stating the same.  While he was in the process of leaving 
the weapon was intentionally discharged in his direction and there 
were no forward movements on s part.  Contrary to 
Mallery’s statement, she aggressively pursued  from the 
property with the weapon pointed in his direction after he stated 
he was there to serve legal paperwork.  Mallery intentionally placed 

 in fear of imminent serious bodily injury and discharged 
the weapon in a reckless manner. 

During my investigation, Mallery knowingly provided 
false/fictitious information when asked to identify herself during 
my investigation.  As recorded on my office issued body worn camera, 
Mallery provided the following information when asked to identify 
herself to me.  She stated: Nicole Lashay Mallery, DOB 11/20/1986 
and her ID was out of Texas. This was later determined to be false 
information and the El Paso County Communications and Dispatch found 
her true identity and provided a dossier photo from Georgia 

 and I positively identified her as one in the same.  
The female party was in truth Nicole Remitha Lashay (Hawkins) 
Mallery, DOB 11/20/1976 with previous/current drivers licenses out 
of North Carolina  and Georgia. 

At this time, the video will be added into the Digital Evidence File. 
A warrant will be sought for the arrest of Mallery and a filing 
decision will be sent to the District Attorney’s Office for further 
review related to trespassing.     

I have nothing further at this time. 

I have nothing further.   

CASE STATUS: ACTIVE 
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There was one building in the process of being constructed and several other small 
outbuildings/shed in addition to a 5th wheel and a white van. As I made loud announcements 
(from the roadway over my marked patrol unit PA System) and chirped my siren. A black 
female walked toward my vehicle with an English Bulldog. This person fit the description 
provided by- As the female got closer, I was able to speak with her. 

The female party identified herself as Nicole Lashay Mallery, DOB 11/20/1986. She indicated 
that her identification was out of Texas. She gave me a phone number of �nd 
then proceeded to explain what happened prior to my arrival. 

Mallery told me the following: She looked out of her window and saw a white male and said, "I

was afraid". "I put my pants on and didn't have a shirt on and I didn't know this person. The 
gate is closed and there are "No Trespassing" signs and there was someone right outside my 
window. Strange things happen. I didn't know if he was trying to rape me!" "I was like give me 
some ID" and he just started running so my dog started chasing after him. He was running and 
saying, "I have some papers to leave here". I said, "give me some ID, why did you trespass on 
my property, what are you doing here?" 

I asked Mallery at the time you were doing this what did you have in your hands? Mallery 
responded, "I did have a gun in my hands". I asked Mallery what type of weapon did you have? 
Mallery indicated it was a shotgun. Mallery further said," I was like what are you doing here" 
(he ran, and I asked for ID because everything is locked here pointing to her gate). So why were 
you on the property? I didn't have no shirt, I was outside without a shirt on, chasing him 
because I did not know why he was here, I couldn't get his ID. So, when I went down there, I 
saw his car was sitting there, I was trying to call the police out. I didn't have a signal and 
couldn't get his tag number, but I don't know who he was at all. But he was here". 

I asked Mallery did the unknown male say anything to you? Mallery responded, "It happened 
so fast, I was in a state of shock, slightly because obviously I had no clothes on and someone is 
looking through the window and I'm like what the hell is going on?" 

Mallery pointed to a window on the shed near the south side of the property. Mallery again 
told me, "Look at the gate it says "No Trespassing" as she pointed. She continued, "I'm trying to 
protect myself, my animals, and my property. I don't know! He did not provide ID and he 
started running". 

I asked Mallery what happened next. She said, "He was just running, and the dog was chasing 
after him. He was running that was it. Then he got to his car but obviously, I didn't have a shirt 
on, so I was walking with the dog. His car was sitting down here" (and again Mallery was 
pointing to the south) which is an area south of her address but on the roadway. Mallery 
continued, "And I don't know if the call went through when I called 911 but it was like a blue 
SUV". 

I specifically asked, "At what point did you discharge the weapon?" Mallery stated, "I did not, 
this is why I am kind of confused. Umm, I had it and I was pointing it like, hey give me some ID. 
I don't know who you are but that was kind of and (she paused) I asked for ID- he didn't provide 
it and he just started running and the dog was there but he didn't bite him or anything". 
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During my investigation, Mallery knowingly provided false/fictitious information when asked to 
identify herself during my investigation. As recorded on my office issued body worn camera, 
Mallery provided the following information when asked to identify herself to me. She stated: 
Nicole Lashay Mallery, DOB 11/20/1986 and her ID was out of Texas. This was later determined 
to be false information and the El Paso County Com d Dispatch found her true 
identity and provided a dossier photo from Georgia and I positively identified her 
as one in the same. The female party was in truth Nicole Remitha Lashay (Hawkins) 

�OB 11/20/1976 with previous/current drivers licenses out of North Carolina -
-and Georgia. 

I would respectfully request that probable cause be found that NICOLE REMITHA HAWKINS aka

Nicole Lashay Mallery, DOB 11/20/1976, a Black Female, Height 501, Weight 140, Eyes Brown, 

Hair Black, Social Security,_did within the County of El Paso and State of Colorado, 
commit in violation of the Colorado Revised Statutes 1973 as amended, the offense(s) of 

18-3-206(1)(a) Menacing- A Class 5 Felony (One count); 18-5-113 Criminal Impersonation-A
Class 6 Felony (One Count); 18-12-106 Prohibited Use of Weapons, A Class 2 Misdemeanor 

(One Count). 

Sworn and subscribed before me this 

Applicant: Deputy Michell Reed, #11020 

El Paso County Sheriff's Office 

/ r; day of � , 2oli._. 

J�
<

?7�
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P95053 - Gerhart

2021-00004406

Reporting Officer ID:

Location:
Case Number:

Disposition Date: 12/02/2021
Disposition: Warrant
Occurred Thru: 04/21/2021 10:35
Occurred From: 04/21/2021 07:02
Incident Type: EPSO Non-DV Assault (felony)

Reported Date: 04/21/2021 07:02 Wednesday

Case

No. Role Vehicle Type Year Make Model Color License Plate State

Date Code Type Make Model Description Tag No. Item No.

Arrest No. Name Address Date/Time Type Age

Vehicles

Property

Arrests

Offenses

No. Group/ORI Crime Code Statute Description Counts
1 CO0210000 13A 18-3-203 (7) Assault in the second degree - Police Official - 

Strongarm
1

2 CO0210000 90Z 18-8-212 (2) Violation of Bail Bond Conditions-Secured Bond 
(felony)

1

Subjects

Type No. Name Address Phone Race Sex DOB/Age
Other 1 Peacock, Denise FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

COURT
Unknown Female

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO
Other 2 Gonzalez, Christopher 27 E  VERMIJO AVE White Male

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903

Suspect 1 HAWKINS, NICOLE REMITHA Black Female
44

1 Pennington, Jonathan 27 E  VERMIJO AVE White Male
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80903

1 Black Male

   

El Paso County Sheriff's Office
Summary

Case Number: 2021-00004406

Print Date/Time:
Login ID:

El Paso County Sheriff's Office02/01/2023 08:21
shrseifert ORI Number: CO0210000
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Narrative 20210421 0800 Gerhart, Emory 95053

*** BWC USED *** 

On 04/21/21 at approximately 0800 hours I, Sergeant Gerhart of the El Paso County Sheriff’s 
Office Rural Enforcement and Outreach Unit was in the area of , in reference 
to a search warrant execution that was pending. At approximately 0846 hours members of the 
Tactical Services Unit did begin the execution of the search warrant.  

While the initial clearing and securing of the property was being conducted, I remained removed 
from the situation assisting another deputy with observing various portions of the rural property. 
At approximately 1011 hours I heard Deputy Jonathan Pennington, who was using the call sign 
Z13 request assistance over the radio stating that one of the subjects that he had detained, a 
NICOLE MALLERY (AKA HHAWKINS), was becoming combative. I could also hear the suspect 
screaming in the background. Other units responded to assist Deputy Pennington with Ms. 
MALLERY’s combative behavior.  

After the property had been secured, I met with Mr. COURTNEY MALLERY, one of the property 
owners and the husband of the suspect. This search warrant was being executed in reference 
to El Paso County Sheriff’s Office case number 21-3810. It was in reference to a felony 
menacing that had occurred earlier and one of the items of interest was a shotgun that had 
been used during that incident. For further information refer to that case report. I advised Mr. 
MALLERY that I was looking for the shotgun that had been used on that date and that he could 
either show me where it was or I would have to search the entire property to include several 
outbuildings to locate the weapon at which point he would need to be detained. Mr. MALLERY 
then stated that he would show me where the weapon was, and then took me to a shed where 
he pointed it out. That weapon was recovered and placed into evidence under that case 
number.  

At approximately 1100 hours I did clear the scene on this proceeding to the El Paso Sheriff’s 
Office Evidence Facility. At that point I was contacted by one of the TSU supervisors who 
requested that I initiate a case for second-degree assault on a peace officer in reference to the 
incident that had occurred with Dep. Pennington. I was advised that the suspect during her 
outrage had kicked Deputy Pennington repeatedly in his legs and had bit him on his forearm. 
For further information about the extent of injuries and the specifics of the situation please refer 
to Deputy Pennington’s supplemental report.  

I was aware that two other subjects had been detained with Mr. and Ms. MALLERY. These 
subjects had identified themselves as workers for the MALLERYs. It should be noted that 
immediately after recovering the shotgun while on the property these two individuals requested 
to speak to a supervisor so TSU deputies requested that I go speak to them. During this time, I 
did have my body-worn camera activated. I asked both of the individuals what I could do to 
assist them and identified myself as Sergeant Gerhart with the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office. 
Both of these individuals, a man and a woman, stated that they wanted to thank me for the 
professionalism of TSU members as well as the other deputies that they had interacted with on 
this date. They stated that they were impressed with how quickly the operation went and how 
quickly we were able to get to the point to get things taken care of so that they would not have 
to be detained. I told both individuals that I had been doing this for 25 years and never in my 
career had individuals who had been detained for an extended amount of time ever thank us for 
our services but that I was grateful that their experience was not unpleasant. I then thanked 
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them for being cooperative prior to leaving to head to the evidence facility. 

I was later speaking with the Tactical Services Unit supervisors based on the fact that I had 
determined that neither of those two individuals had been identified during the time they had 
been detained. Furthermore, I did not identify them either based on the fact that at the time I 
was not aware I would be handling the assault on a peace officer case.  

This will be very problematic based on the fact that the property at  is fenced 
in its entirety and is gated with a lock. Furthermore, the MALLERYs, specifically NICOLE, are 
not friendly towards law enforcement. Therefore, it would be impractical for me to attempt to go 
to the property and request the MALLERYs to allow me to speak with these two individuals to 
further the assault on a peace officer case.  

At this time myself as well as other deputies from the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Rural 
Enforcement and Outreach Unit will do frequent visits to the area of the property in an attempt to 
contact these two individuals while they may be leaving or returning to the property. As of 
4/23/21 at 0900 hours these attempts have been unsuccessful.  

The case status is active. Nothing follows. 

af/to 
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Supplement 20210421 0800 Lance, Melissa 12036

Body Worn Camera is available for this call. 
21-3810 and 21-4406
TSU Operation- supplement

DATE, LOCATION, JURISDICTION, DEPUTY & EID, AND NATURE OF CALL/INCIDENT 
INFORMATION 

On April 21, 2021 at approximately 0800, I, Deputy Melissa Lance EID 12036, of the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office, Crisis Negotiations Unit, was assigned to a high risk warrant service with 
the Tactical Support Unit at , located in El Paso county, 
Colorado.  

SCENE DESCRIPTION/DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

Suspect Nicole Hawkins DOB: 

Ms. Hawkins was taken into custody by the Tactical Support Unit (TSU) during the operation. 
After Ms. Hawkins was detained, she became combative with other TSU officers, and requested 
medical attention. I was directed by Lt Paul Mynatt EID 07011, to follow Deputy Michelle Reed 
EID 11020 and the ambulance with Ms. Hawkins and Deputy Daniel Chase EID 12017 on board, 
to  Hospital at   

Upon arrival at  at 1116 hours, Ms. Hawkins was taken to , 
 for medica . Ms. Hawkins complained of  prior to the  

entering the  
 Ms. 

Hawkins was  with Deputy Reed, Deputy Chase, and me in the room, and was 
restrained by her left ankle to the bed.  

Ms. Hawkins then stated her shirt was lifted and complained she was exposed while a male 
deputy, Deputy Chase was in the room. At no time was Ms. Hawkins’ body exposed, Ms. 
Hawkins began to demand Deputy Chase leave the room. Ms. Hawkins demanded a 
department “chief” come to the hospital so she could file a complaint with Internal Affairs. Ms. 
Hawkins remained fully clothed for the duration of the examination.  

When the doctor left the room, Ms. Hawkins began to scream for help from the , 
yelling about law enforcement being in her room and threatening her. No one in the room was 
speaking to Ms. Hawkins and no one was making threats to her or about her. Ms. Hawkins 
began to call Deputy Reed a “field negro” and continued to make racially charged statements to 
Deputy Reed, accusing her of following “her master’s” orders. Ms. Hawkins made statements to 
Deputy Chase and I about being Klu Klux Klan members, about being demons because we are 
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marked patrol unit unassisted. Ms. Hawkins asked for a wheelchair and was advised that Intake 
deputies would assist her into the facility. Ms. Hawkins complied with Intake deputies and was 
booked into the El Paso County Jail.  
 
This supplement will also be entered under case number 21-3810, as this is an associated case.  
 
I have nothing further at this time.  
 
EVIDENCE 
 
Body Worn is available for this call.  
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Supp 20210421 0846 Horn, Billy 14096

Supplement to Case #21-4406 
4/21/2021 
Deputy Billy Horn #14096 
 
DATE, LOCATION, JURISDICTION, DEPUTY & EID, AND NATURE OF 
CALL/INCIDENT INFORMATION 
 
BWC footage available 

On 04/21/2021, at approximately 0846 hours, I, Deputy Billy Horn #14096 (Call Sign pZ10), of 
the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Special Weapons and Tactics unit, responded to  

, referencing an Arrest/ High Risk Search Warrant. This address is located in 
Colorado Springs, El Paso County, State of Colorado. 

The suspect listed on the arrest warrant was identified as Nicole Hawkins DOB: . The 
warrants were written due to a Felony Menacing that had occurred (reference EPSO case # 
21-3810) 

While en route to the location, we were informed by a surveillance team that there were several 
parties on scene. The surveillance team advised that the suspect was loading items into a white 
van near a shed. 

Upon arrival, at approximately 0927 hours, I observed the property having several structures on 
it. On the east side of the property was a wooden structure with no siding. To the north of the 
wooden structure was a gray structure that appeared to be a stable for animals. On the north 
section of the property were several metal shipping containers. Centralized on the property were 
two structures. One appearing to be a gray shed and the other being a gray towable camper 
trailer. On the west side of the property was another light-colored shed with a white van backed 
up to its open doors. This shed appeared to be utilized as a chicken coop.  

We entered the property from , on the south east side of the property. 

As we approached the white van/shed, located on the west side of the property, I observed an 
African American female wearing a light-colored coat emerge from the west side of the van. The 
female was identified as Nicole. Nicole had her hands in her pockets. Due to the suspect’s 
charges and her hands being in her pockets, I presented my rifle.  Nicole was given commands 
to show her hands and to walk backwards to our vehicle. After commands, Nicole complied, and 
I lowered my rifle. Once at our vehicle, I placed Nicole into handcuffs. I ensured proper fit of the 
handcuffs, however due to security concerns regarding the additional parties on scene, I was 
unable to double lock them. I did not hear any complaints of injury by Nicole. Once in 
handcuffs, Nicole was handed off to the SWAT team member in the sprinter van, where her 
handcuffs were checked for fit and double locked.  
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In addition to Nicole, I detained an additional male and female. The male was placed into 
handcuffs while the female was placed into flexible plastic wrist restraints. All parties were 
handed off to the SWAT team members in the sprinter van. Once all parties were in the sprinter 
van, the van left the scene. 

 

I have nothing further to report at this time. 

Case status: SAO 
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left arm, just above the elbow, with my right hand and placed my left hand on her right shoulder to gain 
control of her. Mrs. Hawkins-Mallery began kicking me repeatedly in the left leg. Mrs. Hawkins-Mallery 
kicked me approximately 6 times. Mrs. Hawkins-Mallory turned her head towards and bit my left arm. I 
was wearing a winter combat shirt that has thick sleeves for insulation. Mrs. Hawkins-Mallery was 
wearing a mask and bit down so hard, it left a red mark on my right forearm. They area was sensitive 
and tender to the touch. Photographs of the injury were taken with body worn camera.   I told Mrs. 
Hawkins-Mallery to stop biting and kicking me and she began stating that I was choking her. I kept my 
left hand on Mrs. Hawkins-Mallery’s right shoulder and my right hand on her left arm. I did not place 
either of my hands around or near Mrs. Hawkins-Mallery’s neck. I could hear Mrs. Hawkins-Mallery 
husband, Mr. Courtney Mallery DOB:  telling Mrs. Hawkins-Mallery to calm down. Mrs. 
Hawkins-Mallery began yelling about her shoulder and stated it was injured. I called over the radio that 
additional assistance was needed at the sprinter due to Mrs. Hawkins-Mallery being combative. Other 
deputies responded to assist with Mrs. Hawkins-Mallery. Mrs. Hawkins-Mallery was transported out of 
the sprinter, assessed by medical personnel on scene and transported to Memorial Central Hospital for 
her claimed injury.  

Two of the other unnamed individuals detained in the sprinter witnessed the incident and later told 
Sergeant Emory Gerhart EID 95053, we were professional, treated them with respect and did not harm 
them in any way.  

 

I have nothing further to report at this time. 

 

CASE STATUS: SAO 
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Supplement 20210421 0926 Komrofske, Cameron 18052

Case Number: 21-4406 
Date: 4/21/2021 

 
 
DATE, LOCATION, JURISDICTION, DEPUTY & EID, AND NATURE OF CALL/INCIDENT 
INFORMATION 
 
BWC Footage Available: YES 

There is video footage available of this incident; however, this report is merely a synopsis of the 
relevant facts of the investigation. It is not intended to be a verbatim account of every 
individual that I spoke with. This report does not reflect every word spoken by this deputy, 
other deputies/officers, witnesses, suspects, or victims. For a verbatim account, please see 
body worn camera footage. This deputy did not review the body worn camera footage to 
prepare this report. 

I, Deputy Cameron Komrofske, 18052, am assigned to the Patrol Division/SWAT Division of the 
El Paso County Sheriff’s Office and the following events all occurred in El Paso County, Colorado. 

On 4/21/2021 at approximately 0926 hours I arrived on scene at the address of . For 
this call for service, I was operating as a part of a SWAT team member to conduct a high-risk search 
warrant and arrest warrant. Prior to arrival it was briefed the subject with the outstanding felony 
warrant, was identified as Nicole Hawkins DOB: , I was provided with a photo of this subject 
prior to arriving at the target address. 

IDENTITY AND CALL SIGN/ASSIGNMENT OF OTHER RESPONDING UNIT(s) 
 
Z11 - C. Komrofske 18052 
Z13 - J. Pennington 17035 
 
INITIAL OBSERVATIONS/ARRIVAL AT SCENE 
 
When we arrived on scene there were three (3) parties outside on the property and an 
additional party inside a camper. All four (4) parties were detained in an unmarked white EPSO 
passenger van, here after I refer to as the “sprinter”.  
 
Nicole who had an outstanding felony warrant was argumentative prior to getting into the 
sprinter, stating she needs to see the search warrant if we need to remain on her property. I 
informed Nicole it is a high-risk incident and she would be able to see the search warrant and 
speak with a detective prior to our departure. Once in the sprinter Nicole started making 
statements along the lines of “fuck the police” “fucking pigs” “murderers”. Nicole was 
complaining about the tightness of her wrist restraints. Deputy Jonathan Pennington #17035 
adjusted Nicole’s handcuffs and checked them for tightness.  
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While in the sprinter, Nicole was getting more agitated. While we were in the sprinter, Deputy 
Pennington and I did not speak to the detainees or amongst ourselves unless the detainees had 
a question.  
 
While detained Nicole mentioned how her shoulders were hurting and she was being subjected 
to cruel and unusual punishment. Deputy Pennington offered again to re check her restraints 
and Nicole denied any support from Deputy Pennington because she didn’t trust him since he is 
a “fucking pig” in Nicole’s terms.  
 
Nicole stated she needed medical attention as she believed her shoulder was out of place. 
Deputy Pennington requested for medical assistance to check on Nicole. Nicole continued 
screaming stating we were denying her  I informed Nicole we had notified 
medical personnel to move to the sprinter and assist her. Nicole already agitated and yelling, 
then lunged at Deputy Pennington who was near the front of the sprinter. Deputy Pennington 
then placed his hands-on Nicole’s shoulders and told Nicole to stop. 
 
Nicole was placed on a seat in the sprinter, where I verbally observed her to be screaming and 
visually observed both of her knees come near her abdomen and extend outward in a violent 
manner. I observed Nicole to be striking Deputy Pennington in his leg’s multiple times in a 
kicking manner. Deputy Pennington told Nicole to stop kicking him, and still had his hands on 
her shoulders.  
 
I observed Nicole’s unidentified husband to be inching closer to Nicole while she was screaming 
and kicking Deputy Pennington. Nicole’s husband sat down on the bench next to Nicole and 
was attempting to calm her down. Nicole was still kicking at Deputy Pennington. I was 
maintaining control of Nicole’s husband with my left hand, and I maintained control of my 
office issued rifle with my right hand.  
 
Due to lack of assistance I could provide Deputy Pennington, I used my right shin and placed it 
against Nicole’s right shin to prevent her from kicking Deputy Pennington. By pinning Nicole’s 
leg to the bench, she was unable to kick Deputy Pennington with her right leg.  
 
Nicole started making claims of Deputy Pennington choking her and how short of breath she 
was. Additionally, Nicole started making claims of Deputy Pennington breaking her arm as well. 
Medical offered to assist Nicole, but she was denying medical attention once medical staff was 
on scene. 
 
Other deputies came to assist, and Nicole was moved out of the sprinter to the ambulance.  
 
After the search was conducted and the detainees were free to go, an unidentified female 
detainee stated Deputy Pennington and I were extremely professional, and handled that 
situation with the utmost professionalism.  
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 STATEMENTS 
 
N/A 
 
SUSPECT STATEMENTS 
 
N/A 
 
SFST MANEUVERS 
 
N/A 
 
EVIDENCE 
 
N/A  
 
CASE DISPOSITION 

 
SAO 
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Supp 20210421 Wedemeyer, Austin 17046

This is a supplemental report for EPSO case report 21-4406 
 

BWC available 
 
On April 21, 2021 I, Deputy Austin Wedemeyer, EID 17046, a sworn peace officer in and for the 
County of El Paso, Colorado was assigned duties as Z17 with the El Paso County SWAT Team in 
unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado.  
 
We were serving a high-risk search warrant as well as an arrest warrant at . The 
arrest warrant was for Ms. Hawkins, Nicole (DOB ). When we arrived on scene 
multiple parties were outside working on the property. The team assigned to the Chevy made 
contact with the parties at a small shed with a white van parked outside of it. I was directed to 
pull the sprinter to the Chevy to assist in detaining individuals. As the first two parties were 
detained in the Sprinter van, I went to the driver side of the Chevy. I placed a male party, later 
identified as Mr. Mallery, Courtney (DOB ), in handcuffs. I moved Mr. Mallery to the 
Sprinter and checked his waist band and pockets quickly for any weapons. He was put in the 
Sprinter where a more thorough pat search was conducted.  
 
After everyone was secured in the Sprinter all of the restraints were double checked for 
tightness and double locked. All restraints were able to fit one finger between the restraint and 
the detainees wrists. Mr. Mallory and Ms. Hawkins were both standing and refused to sit down. 
Based on not having enough resources to transport the detainees from the Sprinter to the 
Command group location we drove the Sprinter to the command groups location so they were 
away from the target address for their safety. While we were transporting the four detainees to 
the command group Mr. Mallery and Ms. Hawkins were demanding to see the search warrant. 
It was explained to them that they would have an opportunity to see search warrant after the 
property was secured and the investigating deputies were in contact with them. 
 
While we were parked with the command group Ms. Hawkins started to complain about pain in 
her shoulder. I radioed Lt. Paul Mynatt (EID 07011) and advised him that she was requesting 
medical attention. Lt. Mynatt acknowledged and said we would get her medical attention.  
 
While waiting outside the Sprinter for medical to arrive, I heard Deputy J. Pennington (EID 
17035) call for more deputies to the Sprinter because one of the detained parties was being 
combative. I returned to the Sprinter and opened the side door. I saw Deputy Pennington 
standing in front of Ms. Hawkins who was sitting on the bench on the Sprinter. Ms. Hawkins 
was complaining that her “shoulder was broken.” 
 
Medical arrived and assessed Ms. Hawkins. Ms. Hawkins was making it difficult for them to 
assess her by not sitting still. Medical said there was no apparent injury and she had a pulse in 
her wrist of the allegedly injured arm. Ms. Hawkins was removed from the Sprinter and placed 
in the back seat of a marked patrol vehicle. While we were assisting Ms. Hawkins out of the 
Sprinter she dropped her body weight as she was stepping out of the Sprinter and sat on the 
edge of the Sprinter. Once out of the Sprinter the handcuffs were taken off Ms. Hawkins right 
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wrist and another set was added to them and out back on her right wrist so her shoulders were 
not as restricted. As we were escorting Ms. Hawkins from the Sprinter to the Patrol Vehicle I 
had my left hand lightly under her right arm to catch her incase she fell. Ms. Hawkins was put in 
the back of the patrol vehicle and I returned to the Sprinter with the other detainees.  
 
I have nothing further at this time. 
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Supplement 20210429 0900 Gerhart, Ray 95053

***NO BWC USED*** 
 
On 04/29/21 at 0900 hours, I, Sgt. Gerhart, met with the Honorable 
Judge Peacock in her chambers in reference to this case. 
 
I had prepared an arrest warrant for Nicole Hawkins (AKA: Mallery.) 
The warrant was presented to Judge Peacock who found the warrant in 
good order and did sign the warrant. A copy of the warrant was placed 
on file with the Warrants Clerk and provided a docket number of 
21CR2392 in Division 13. 
 
It should be noted that while researching Ms. Hawkins I was able to 
see that she had been charged with resisting arrest five times in 
the past. Ms. Hawkins is currently out on bond on two other 
outstanding felony cases. As such the warrant included the charge 
of Violation of Bail Bond Conditions. 
 
The EPSO TSU was made aware of the active warrant. 
 
Nothing Follows 
Status: Active - Warrant 
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Supplement 20210503 Gerhart, Ray 95053

On 5/3/21 I, Sgt. Gerhart, was reviewing this case. 
 
I observed that my arrest warrant for Ms. Hawkins had the incorrect 
date in the Attachment A. A key stoke error has the events occurring 
on 4/11/21 when it actually occurred on 4/21/21. 
 
Nothing Follows. 
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Supplement 20211201 Gerhart, Ray 95053

On 12/1/21 I was contacted by my supervisor, Lt. Chris Gonzales, in 
reference to this report. 
 
Lt. Gonzales informed me that he was conducting an investigation 
against me filed by Nicole Hawkins. In one of my reports I had 
indicated that Hawkins had been arrested five times for resisting 
arrest. Lt. Gonzales did a more in-depth review of her criminal 
history and was able to determine that Hawkins had an initial arrest 
out of Wichita Falls, TX for resisting arrest. There were other 
subsequent entries for absconding based on the initial arrest. 
 
I was directed to supplement this case to reflect the findings. 
 
Nothing Follows 
Status: SAO 
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Narrative 20210511 1541 Stringham, Spencer 17028

DATE, LOCATION, JURISDICTION, DEPUTY & EID, AND NATURE OF 
CALL/INCIDENT INFORMATION 
 
There is video footage available of this incident; however, this report is merely a 
synopsis of the relevant facts of the investigation.  It is not intended to be a verbatim 
account of every individual I spoke with.  This report does not reflect every word 
spoken by this deputy, other deputies/officers, witnesses, suspects, or victims.  For a 
verbatim account please see body-worn camera footage.   
 
On May 11, 2021, at approximately 1541 hours, I, Deputy Spencer Stringham, was 
dispatched to  in Unincorporated El Paso County, Colorado, 
reference a “trespass just occurred” call for service. 
 
IDENTITY AND CALL SIGN/ASSIGNMENT OF OTHER RESPONDING UNIT(s) 
 
N/A 
 
INITIAL CALL INFORMATION 
 
The reporting party said a man was on their property, he ran and jumped the fence and 
was possible drunk or on drugs. The reporting party said the suspect was possibly 
reaching for something and was walking northbound on . They described the 
suspect as a late 30s white male, approximately 6’03”, thin build, bald head, wearing a 
blue flannel shirt, and blue jeans. They said responding deputies could contact the 
reporting party by phone if needed. 
 
INITIAL OBSERVATIONS/ARRIVAL AT SCENE 

 
While approaching the address on  I found a tall, thin, white, balding male, 
wearing a denim jacket, jeans and work boots standing in the middle of the street. His 
hand movements were erratic, and he was unstable on his feet. 
 
I advised dispatch I was contacting him in front of the address. 

 
SUSPECT INFORMATION/STATEMENTS 
 
I approached the male, and asked if he was alright, he told me was cold and was trying 
to get home. His speech was slurred, he was constantly pulling his pants to keep them 
up on his waist and continued his erratic movements. I asked him his name and he 
identified himself as  DOB . 
 
I asked  if I could check his person for weapons so I didn’t need to worry about 
his constant grabbing at his waistline while I spoke to him. He agreed and allowed me to 
check him. I noticed he had nothing in his pockets, not even a phone or wallet, he had 
no socks on and his shoes were loose and untied. After patting him down and 
identifying him, he told me he had Huntington’s disease, which caused his erratic 
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Narrative 20210811 1100 Stoneham, Gregory P17042

On 08112021, at approximately 0900 hours, I, Deputy Greg Stoneham, was 
dispatched to , in reference to a disturbance.  This 
address is located in El Paso County, Colorado.   
 
While in route to the address, I was informed that there might be a rifle 
involved in this incident.  At which time, myself and my cover unit 
responded to this address Code 3, with lights and sirens.   
 
Upon arrival at the address, the front gate on the address was locked.  As 
myself and my cover unit arrived on scene, we pulled up to the front gate 
of the address but however could not see anybody on scene.  While we were 
sitting there for a moment at white Dodge pickup pulled up along side of 
us on the inside of the fence west of our location.  This white Dodge belongs 
to the reporting party who was identified as MALORIE HAWKINS, with a DOB: 

  
 
 While in route dispatch informed me that MS. HAWKINS had a weapon in with 
her.  I got out of my vehicle and contacted Ms. HAWKINS and asked her what 
had occurred.  Ms. HAWKINS stated she an individual run from her property 
onto the roadway of .  I asked Ms. HAWKINS where they were 
located, and she stated they were gone.  I then asked Ms. HAWKSINS where 
the weapon was located, and she stated that she didn't have one. At which 
time, my partner, Deputy Scott Brettell, cross the fence line and checked 
the vehicle to ensure there was no weapons in the vehicle. He did not find 
any weapons inside the cab of the pickup. Deputy Brettell then crossed back 
over the fence and stood on the public roadway while we were contacting 
Ms. HAWKINS.  It should be noted that once Deputy Brettell crossed the fence 
line, Ms. HAWKINS started yelling and screaming stating that we always treat 
her like a criminal because she was black.  I tried to explain to Ms. 
HAWKSINS that we weren't treating her like a criminal and that we needed 
to ensure the safety of everyone on scene. 
 
  I asked Ms. HAWKINS again to explain to me what had occurred, and Ms. 
HAWKINS just rambled on screaming about how nobody trusts her because she 
was a black woman in country.  She did state the individuals who were on 
her property called her "a black n word" and asked her if she could speak 
English.  At which time she became belligerent with them and wanted to know 
why they were on her property.  I asked Ms. HAWKINS if she could describe 
the vehicle to me and she stated it was a silver Dodge pickup with two males 
inside.  She also stated that there were also two to three other males that 
arrived in a second vehicle and then had left the scene.   I explained to 
Ms. HAWKINS that we would check area to see if we could locate the 
individuals and talk to them.  
 
After getting all the information from Ms. HAWKINS, myself and Deputy 
Brettell conducted a search of the area and found a vehicle matching the 
description located at .  The vehicle belonged to 

 who was a second reporting party to this incident.  
 
I contacted  at , and he was identified by 
his Colorado driver's license with a DOB: .  I asked  to 
explain to me what had happened, and he stated he and his son were driving 
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northbound on  when they noticed a bullnose snake in the 
middle of the roadway.  identified his son as  with 
a DOB: .    stated he flipped his vehicle around to go a 
look at the snake. Once  got to the snake he and his son got out 
of the vehicle and pick up the snake and sat it on the driver’s side seat 
and were looking at it. 
 
While he and his son were looking at the snake,  stated a white 
Dodge Pickup pulled up next to him along the eastern fence line of Ms. 
Hawkins property.  said a black female and black male were in the 
front cab of the pickup. The female began yelling him for being on her 
property.   informed female he was looking at a snake that was in 
the road and stated he never stepped onto her property.   
 

 stated before the vehicle pulled up along the fence line, he and 
his son were petting the snake, while the snake was playing dead.  
produce a video of his son petting the snake on the driver’s side in which 
it clearly shows the roadway in the video. 
 

 stated when the white Dodge pulled the female stated yelling at 
him and his son,  stated the first ten minutes of the conversation 
was not recorded.  stated as he was recording the snake when the 
vehicle pulled up, when he moved his phone to record the vehicle, he hit 
the record button on his phone again and stopped the recording. Once  

 realized he was not recording he restarted the video recording. 
 
 

 then produced another video of Mrs. HAWKINS berating him and his 
son stating they were trespassing and that he had no right to be where he 
was. The video shows Ms. HAWKINS in the cab of her vehicle yelling at . 

 and his son, while Mr. Hawking is on the phone with the El Paso County 
dispatch reporting the disturbance. 
 
While talking to ,  stated before he started the recording 
again. He and his witnessed the female get out the cab of her pickup and 
pull what appeared to be an assault rifle from the rear of her vehicle. 
The female then placed it on the front driver's side of her vehicle, inside 
the vehicle.  He stated she got back into the vehicle checked the magazine 
of the weapon and then replaced the magazine in the weapon.  At which time 

 told son  to move towards the front of their vehicle with 
the engine between the son and female.   
 
After placing the son in a safe location,  called his wife who's 
identified as  with a DOB:  to come and retrieve his 
son and take him back to his residence.  Once  arrived on scene 

 was loaded into her vehicle and then she backed the vehicle down the 
roadway and left on Truckton Road heading east.  stated that Mrs. 
HAWKINS followed  and his son all the way down the roadway.  At 
which time he then left the area and went back to his residence.  It should 
be noted that I did see tracks in the roadway  turned his vehicle 
around and went back to locate the bull snake.  I again asked  if 
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at any time went on to Mrs. HAWKINS property and he stated he nor his stepson 
did.  He said they were on the public roadway the entire time.   
 
After gathering all information from all party involved it was decided that 
Mrs. HAWKINS would be issued a summons for harassment and child abuse since 
she pulled a weapon from the vehicle and placed it in the front of the 
vehicle.  At no time, did  state that he ever saw the weapon pointed 
at him or his son.   
 
I contacted Mrs. HAWKINS by phone and asked if she would like to talk to 
me to which she stated she did not.  She would only talk to me if she had 
a lawyer present.  
 
At approximately 1400 hours, I received a phone call from another deputy 
informing me that Ms. HAWKINS was currently at the Office of the Sheriff 
located at 27 E. Vermijo trying to obtain a copy of the call screen to get 
a restraining order placed against the individuals that she saw on the 
roadway.  
 
 Deputy Brettell and I went to the address and recontacted Mrs. HAWKINS 
along with Lieutenant Chris Gonzalez and served Mrs. HAWKINS with summons 
number A121329 for harassment and child abuse.  After explaining the 
summons to MRS. HAWKINS, Mrs. HAWKINS refused to sign it at which time she 
was issued a copy of the summons and informed she had court on September 
28, 2021, at approximately 9:00 a.m. in the morning.  
 
I have no further information.  
 
Case Status: Cleared by arrest.     
 
mj/to 
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Supplement 20221115 Stoneham, Greg P07042

On November 15 2022, I Deputy Greg Stoneham attended the motions 
hearing for this case. I was instructed By Lt. Chris Gonzalez to 
record all of my interactions with Nicole Hawkins (Mallery). Once 
Ms. Hawkins arrived in the hallway I activated my body camera. I 
informed both the District Attorney and the Ms. Hawkins Attorney I 
was recording. Once in the courtroom I was ordered by the Honorable 
Judge McKeddy to shut of the body worn camera at which time it was 
shut off.  
 
I have no further information. 
 
Case Status: SOA 
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Supplement 20210811 0920 Gerhart, Emory P95053

***BWC USED*** 
 
On 08/11/12 at approximately 0920 hours, I, Sgt. Gerhart arrived on 
scene at , El Paso County, Colorado in reference to 
a disturbance. One of the involved was a Ms. Nicole Hawkins. 
 
I am very familiar with Ms. Hawkins as she has assaulted Deputies 
in the past, filed false internal affairs investigations, and her 
preferred method of speaking is yelling and cursing. Prior to my 
arrival I informed my supervisor to expect a complaint, as Ms. Hawkins 
is unreasonable. 
 
As I arrived on the property I observed a vehicle (I was told it was 
being driven by Hawkins)speed off(on the Hawkins property.) Based 
on the fact that she no longer wished to speak with investigators 
I proceeded to  to assist in the investigation. 
 
While there  stated that he had recorded most of the 
interaction on his phone. He added that he was in the roadway during 
the entire altercation and that he never used any racial slurs towards 
Hawkins.  provided me with his phone. I downloaded five videos 
which were uploaded to the Digital Evidence folder under this case 
number. 
 
Nothing Follows 
STATUS: SAO 
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Supplement 20211015 1033 Gerhart, Emory P95053

***BWC USED*** 
 
CASE:  21-9652 
TITLE: Harassment 
DATE:  10/15/21 
DEPUTY: Gerhart #95053 
 
On 10/15/21 at 1033 hours, I, Sgt. Gerhart, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Rural 
Enforcement & Outreach Unit was contacted by the United States Postal Service Center located 
at 475 N. Yoder, Rd, El Paso County Colorado. I was informed that Ms. Nicole Hawkins had 
refused service and returned a certified letter that had been sent to her by Deputy Stoneham. 
 
Dep. Stoneham had attempted to mail Ms. Hawkins a copy of a summons with a new court date 
for this offense. Ms. Hawkins avoids deputies and the possibility of personally serving her was 
unlikely. Based on this factor, it was determined that sending the summons via certified mail 
would be a better route than obtaining an arrest warrant. 
 
I responded to the post office where I was advised that the Hawkins’ had taken the letter, 
unopened, back to the post office and stated that they would not accept service of the letter. I 
photographed the unopened letter. I then opened the letter which contained the summons copy as 
well as a brief letter from Dep. Stoneham explaining the change in court dates. 
 
I spoke to EPSO Records personnel as well as a contact at the DA’s Office. I was advised to 
have Dep. Stoneham obtain an arrest warrant for Ms. Hawkins. I placed the letter into evidence. 
The photographs were uploaded to the EPSO digital evidence folder under this case number. 
 
This case will be considered active, pending the issuance of a warrant for Ms. Hawkins. 
 
Nothing follows 
STATUS: Active 
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Supplement 20211021 0912 Stoneham, Gregory P07042

This is a supplement for Case Number 21-9652.   
  
On October 21, 2021 at approximately 0912 hours, I, Deputy Gregory Stoneham, presented a 
warrant for the arrest of Nicole Hawkins to the Honorable Judge Steven Katzman.  
  
After Judge Katzman reviewed the warrant, the warrant was signed and then transported to the 
office of EL Paso County Clerk and Recorder to be entered into NCIC/CCIC.   
  
I will attempt contact with Ms. Hawkins be to inform her of this warrant.  
  
I have no further information.  
 
Case Status:  Warrant to be served 
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I have nothing further at this time.  
 
Case Status: Unfounded.  
 
mj/to 
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The  property is laid out as a large square with the residential portions of the 
property being on the northernmost side of the property on the east side of the property 
along   For  to drive to the easement road is approximately a 
half mile drive to the south side of the property to go through a gate on that easement 
road.  When asked why they go all the way to the south side of the property to turn 
around and go back north, I was informed that they are allowed to and there's no reason 
that they can't.  I asked them why wouldn't it be easier for them to just go out the gate 
and they mentioned not having enough keys. 
 
The BodyWorn camera was in use during this entire contact.  No charges were filed at 
this time and this case will be inactive. 
 
tm/to 
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aw/to 
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with her and , to include prior to my arrival, my body-worn camera was 
activated for its entirety.  
 
It should be noted that all prior attempts over the past year or so to reason with  

 have been to no avail. I see no possible antidote to the situation, and I have 
encouraged her neighbors for their own peace of mind, to consider moving away. My 
concern with , due to her prior behavior of firing a shotgun at an individual, 
and menacing people that she has the potential to be dangerous, further giving cause of 
my encouragement to her neighbors to consider moving.  

I have nothing further at this time. 

Case Status: Inactive 

aw/to 
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Narrative 20220314 1230 Brettell, Scott P07091

This narrative is in reference to case number 22-3073. 
I am the original case deputy.  
Case Title: Violation of Restraining Order – Unfounded 
 
On 03/14/2022, at approximately 1230 hours, I, Deputy S. Brettell of the 
El Paso County Sheriff's Office Rural Enforcement and Outreach Unit was 
dispatched to  in reference to a restraining order 
violation.  This address in the County of El Paso, State of Colorado.  
 
Upon arrival on scene, I initially went to the address of the alleged 
suspect, , DOB: .   was not home at the time.  
The  and reporting party, , DOB: , called 
into dispatch and stated that  drove by her house and was trying 
to flag her down.   believes this to be a violation of her protection 
order.  However, when I went to  house, her gate was closed, locked 
and a car parked sideways in front of it.  It has been my prior experiences 
with NICOLE that she becomes extremely irate and abusive when deputies try 
to enter her property to assist her.   
 
Due to prior issues with her to include assaulting deputies, and her violent 
actions, I chose not to attempt to make contact on her property when she 
did not come to the gate.  I left her a voicemail.  I also texted her to 
call with a picture of my business card attached to that text and a 
screenshot of that text where is shows it "delivered" to her iphone and 
is attached to this case report.  It is my belief at this time, that there 
is no violation but I will attempt to make contact with the suspect and 

 at a later date and time.  I also left a voicemail with the suspect, 
, to call me.   

 
This report is most intended for documentation purposes since  
on virtually every call she calls in to the Sheriff’s Office with an Internal 
Affairs complaint.  The purpose of this case report is more to document 
my efforts to satisfy her needs but was unsuccessful.  Should I make contact 
with her at a later date and time, I will supplement this case report to 
document the events and if probable cause exists for a crime, I will make 
an arrest or obtain a warrant.  
 
I have nothing further at this time.  
 
Case Status: Inactive. 
 
BWC on.  
 
mj/to 
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Supplement 20220315 1218 Morse, Brian P05004

Case: 22-3073 
 
Supplement 
 
BWC footage available. 
 
On 03/15/22 at approximately 1218 hours, I, Deputy Brian Morse was dispatched to , 
located in the County of El Paso, State of Colorado; reference a possible restraining order violation.  
The reporting party, , DOB: , reported to the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office, 
her Neighbor, , DOB: , violated a protection order by getting too close to her 
property and tried flagging her down. 
 
The original call came in on 03/14/22 and Deputy Scott Brettell responded.  He was unable to make 
contact with either party.  When he attempted to contact , her gate was locked, and a 
vehicle was parked in front of it.  He attempted to contact her by phone and left a voice mail.  He sent 
her a copy of his business card via text message which showed delivered.  Reference this case number. 
 
At approximately 1320 hours, I arrived on scene and the gate was locked.  An individual came out and I 
explained I was looking for . He went back to the house and at approximately 1323 hours, a 
red sedan pulled up and a woman asked why I was there.  I explained I was looking for  
and she said .  I did not realize  is now .  When I looked at the 
protection order, it showed the restrained party as , so I asked for .  . 

 said she was confused why I was out there.  I explained  called in a complaint of a 
restraining order violation.  She said that was yesterday.  I explained we had trouble contacting . 

 yesterday.   said she did not receive a call I was coming out.  I explained we 
usually do not call prior to coming out and I was in the area.  She asked who told me to come out.  I 
said I was looking for , does she live here.   then said goodbye, have a nice day 
and drove off.   
 
I checked again and found another protection order with  being the protected party.   
 
Nothing further. 
 
Case status: SAO  
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P18043 - Bottorff

2022-00006067

Reporting Officer ID:

Location:
Case Number:

Disposition Date: 05/22/2022
Disposition: Open
Occurred Thru: 05/22/2022 19:00
Occurred From: 05/20/2022 17:00
Incident Type: EPSO Criminal Mischief

Reported Date: 05/22/2022 19:40 Sunday

Case

No. Role Vehicle Type Year Make Model Color License Plate State

Date Code Type Make Model Description Tag No. Item No.
05/22/2022 Stolen Merchandise Black lives matter flag, and the flag post.
05/22/2022 Destr/Damg/Vandal Lawn and Garden 

Equipment
drove through a barb wire fence and 
damaged the post it was attached to.

Arrest No. Name Address Date/Time Type Age

Vehicles

Property

Arrests

Offenses

No. Group/ORI Crime Code Statute Description Counts
1 CO0210000 290 18-4-501 (2) Criminal mischief (misdemeanor) - Private 1
2 CO0210000 90J 18-4-504 (1) Third degree criminal trespass (petty offense) 1
3 CO0210000 23H 18-4-401 (9) Theft (petty offense) - Unclassified 1

Subjects

Type No. Name Address Phone Race Sex DOB/Age
Suspect 1 2022-00006067, Unknown Unknown Unknow

n

1

   

El Paso County Sheriff's Office
Summary

Case Number: 2022-00006067

Print Date/Time:
Login ID:

El Paso County Sheriff's Office02/01/2023 08:00
shrseifert ORI Number: CO0210000
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CRIME SCENE PROCESSING 
Approximately 300 yards south from the gate of  property was tire tracks going off the 
roadway and driving through her fence. The wooden post where the flag was still there but parts 
of the flag mount were missing and the flag itself. I took pictures with my BWC of the tire tracks 
leading up to the property. I then took pictures of the wooden post where the broken flag mount 
was.  
 
SUSPECT INFORMATION/STATEMENTS 
N/A 
 
USE OF FORCE 
N/A 
 
SUPERVISOR NOTIFICATION/ADVISEMENT 
N/A 
 
EVIDENCE 
Body Worn Camera footage was collected for this incident, and I have confirmed the footage is 
available in AvailWeb under this case number.  
  
FOLLOW UP 
N/A 
 
ADDITIONAL NOTIFICATIONS  
N/A 
 
CASE DISPOSITION 
InActive-Open 
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 claimed she had video surveillance of the incident. While interviewing , s 
mother  (DOB unknown) stepped outside of  residence onto the porch.  
identified the female as one of the suspects who pulled a gun on her.  also said during the 
incident, the mother ran back into the house and  thought she was going into the house 
to get a gun. 
 
The female  identified appeared very elderly and was using a walker in order to move 
around outside. It was later discovered when interviewing , that her mother is 
eighty-two years old and has the onset of dementia. 
 
The approximate distance between  and  and  mother was 
approximately one hundred to one hundred twenty feet.  said that she was a former US 
Marine  later said  and her mother may have not pointed guns at her but it was 
possibly cellphones pointed at . 
 

 said she had video of the entire incident and would provide the video to Deputy Hanzich. 
There have been numerous contacts with  where she said she had video of alleged 
incidents and saying she would provide video to deputies but failed to do so. While on scene, 

 did not provide any evidence. 
 
It was explained to  that deputies on scene had to conduct an investigation and would 
need probable cause in order to effect an arrest.  
 
Deputy Stoneham and I then made our way to the El Paso County Fairgrounds where  
works. Upon arrival, we contacted .  said she had video on her phone of the 
incident. Deputy Stoneham was able to view the video and told me he did not observe any 
interaction between  and . 
 
I have nothing further at this time. 
 
Case status: SAO 
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I have nothing further. 
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Narrative 20220919 0743 Maher, Zachary 17110

EPSO Case #2022-00011219 

There is video footage available of this incident; however, this report is merely a synopsis of the 
relevant facts of the investigation. It is not intended to be a verbatim account of every individual that I 
spoke with. This report does not reflect every word spoken by this deputy, other deputies/officers, 
witnesses, suspects, or victims. For a verbatim account, please see body worn camera footage.  

DATE, LOCATION, JURISDICTION, DEPUTY & EID, AND NATURE OF CALL/INCIDENT INFORMATION 
 
On September 19, 2022, I, Deputy Zachary Maher #17110, was assigned to patrol for the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO). At approximately 0743 hours, I was dispatched to , reference a 
cold harassment. This address is located in El Paso County, State of Colorado. 

IDENTITY AND CALL SIGN/ASSIGNMENT OF OTHER RESPONDING UNIT(s) 
 
Deputy Zachary Maher #17110 (2A41) 
 
INITIAL CALL INFORMATION 
 
The El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Communications Center (dispatch) advised Courtney Mallery, DOB: 

, was reporting  was posting threats online trying to get people to go to his 
address. Courtney indicated  posted messages about shooting him. Dispatch advised there was a 
current protection order between  and , DOB:  (reference 
docket #C0212022C 002871 Temporary Protection Order, issued 09/02/2022, expiration 03/01/2023). 
 
INITIAL OBSERVATIONS/ARRIVAL AT SCENE 
 
At approximately 0759 hours, I contacted  via telephone number  
 

 STATEMENT(s) 
 

 told me at approximately 0500 hours that morning he saw a Facebook community post with 
comments that he believed were threatening and would incite violence against him and his family. 

 told me he feared for his family’s lives. 
 
I asked  to send me screenshots of the posts and associated comments. sent me 47 
screenshots of a Facebook post by  and associated comments. With those screenshots, 

 sent several text messages which read  was engaged in third party harassment that 
impaired his environment. He also sent a message reference the associated post comments that people 
were talking about coming over with guns.  
 
I asked  who  was and how she had been associated to .  
stated  was unknown to him however had received all of the information contained in 
her Facebook post from . I also asked  if any messages were to him and/or directly 
threatening him.  indicated no messages were to or directed to him specifically, however, he 
interpreted them to mean people were coming to shoot him. 
 
WITNESS STATEMENT(s) 
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N/A 
 
SUSPECT INFORMATION/STATEMENTS 
 
N/A 
 
SCENE DESCRIPTION/DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 
 
I read all 47 screenshots of the Facebook post by  and associated comments. It 
appeared  had sent me two Facebook posts authored by Facebook profile . 
One in the “Rush Community” forum and another in the “Yoder Community” forum. 
 
Both posts appeared to call to attention property boundaries and road access issues in the area. 
Specifically, mentioning “the Mallery’s” laying claim to a particular section of public roadway. There 
appeared to be one comment mentioning “ ” had claimed the “new property owners” left a gate 
open so cows could get out. There was subsequent eluding to a party being unlawfully arrested due to a 
trespassing issue and private ownership of public roads.  
 
Further, the majority of the posts content and associated comments were relating to Colorado State 
Statute and the lack of government action to prevent individuals from claiming public roadways as their 
own. There were several comments indicating individuals should deliberately drive the roadway and one 
comment mentioned having a parade. 
 
The only mention of firearms was related to parties suggesting to drive the roadway in which,  
warned the “new neighbors” had pulled a gun in the past. To which, a response comment stated, “good 
thing most of us out here carry”. 
 
The screenshots were sent to me out of sequence. I read every screenshot and message provided by 

 to include a picture of the protection order in which a section was circled (the restrained 
person shall not engage in conduct that impairs the protected person’s environment). No comment or 
post was evidently made by  nor indicative of third-party harassment. There were no 
threats. Nothing in the associated content appeared to be inciting violence or the illegal use of firearms. 
 
USE OF FORCE 
 
N/A 
 
SUPERVISOR NOTIFICATION/ADVISEMENT 
 
N/A 
 
EVIDENCE 
 
All screenshots received from  were submitted into the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office digital 
evidence folder under the respective EPSO case number. 
 
CRIME SCENE PROCESSING 
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N/A 
 

FOLLOW UP 
 
N/A 
 
ADDITIONAL NOTIFICATIONS  
 
N/A 
 
CASE DISPOSITION 

 
Unfounded 
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Supplement 20220923 0600 Maher, Zachary 17110

Supplement to Case #2022-00011219 

There is video footage available of this incident; however, this report is merely a synopsis of the 
relevant facts of the investigation. It is not intended to be a verbatim account of every individual that I 
spoke with. This report does not reflect every word spoken by this deputy, other deputies/officers, 
witnesses, suspects, or victims. For a verbatim account, please see body worn camera footage.  

DATE, LOCATION, JURISDICTION, DEPUTY & EID, AND NATURE OF CALL/INCIDENT INFORMATION 
 
On September 23, 2022, I, Deputy Zachary Maher #17110, was assigned to patrol for the El Paso County 
Sheriff’s Office (EPSO). At approximately 0600 hours, I was advised by a dayshift patrol supervisor he 
had received several messages from Courtney Mallery reference EPSO case #2022-00011219 
(unfounded restraining order violation). 

IDENTITY AND CALL SIGN/ASSIGNMENT OF OTHER RESPONDING UNIT(s) 
 
Deputy Zachary Maher #17110 (2A51) 
 
INITIAL CALL INFORMATION 
 
Reporting party: , DOB:  
 
Address:  
 
Suspect: , DOB:  
 
Complaint: Restraining order violation (reference docket #C0212022C 002871 Temporary Protection 
Order, issued 09/02/2022, expiration 03/01/2023), Harassment 
 

 STATEMENT(s) 
 
At approximately 1215 hours, I tried calling  via telephone number I called twice 
and received a voicemail message in Spanish. I was unable to leave a message. 
 
The messages received by the dayshift patrol supervisor had been sent to me on my scheduled days off. 
I had received 8 photo messages and 6 text messages from  
 
The photo messages appeared screenshots of continued Facebook post comments related to the 
original messages submitted into evidence regarding this case. 
 
The text messages read,  
 

“Now someone was talking about starting a lynch mob and taking pitchforks out like my klux 
klan” 
  
“They are talking about a lynch mob” 
 
“Sir. We need patrol checks set up out here immediately.  has these people coming to our 
home talking about Black Lives Matter and something about lynch mob” 
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“And something about hangin” 
 
“Good morning. Any updates on this at all.” 
 
“They are saying that we are terrorists and talking about lynching. We need help” 
 

The screenshot messages do not show any comment to or from . And, the message that 
mentions a lynch mob reads, “You need to retain counsel and get off social media. We aren’t gonna 
start a lynch mob and take to the streets with pitchforks and fire sticks.” ( ) 
 
A screenshot of messages between “ ”, “ ”, and “ ” read,  
 

“lmao true but timing would be awesome” ) 
 
“I’m game. I got 2 drivers in my family! I love road trips, especially when it’s for Merica! And our 
rights, and individuals that don’t know rights, rules and regulations.” ) 
 
“We did it earlier today!” ) 

 
 also sent a photo of what appears to be a red SUV or passenger van stationary behind a wire 

fence that appears to be occupied.  sent the following texts after the photo, “ ” and “A 
 sitting on property”. 

 
SUPERVISOR NOTIFICATION/ADVISEMENT 
 
Dayshift Patrol Supervisor 
 
EVIDENCE 
 
All screenshots and messages received from  ) were submitted into the El Paso 
County Sheriff’s Office digital evidence folder under the respective EPSO case number. 

 
FOLLOW UP 
 
I ran license plate  in the NCIC/CCIC database. This showed no records found. 
 
ADDITIONAL NOTIFICATIONS  
 
N/A 
 
CASE DISPOSITION 

 
SAO 
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Narrative 20210407 1318 Reed, Michelle 11020

During this incident I was wearing my office issued body worn camera
Case Report: 2021-3810
Incident Number: 2021-00061908
Deputy M. Reed # 11020
Date: 04/17/2021

On 4/7/2021 I Deputy Michelle Reed # 11020 of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office Rural Enforcement and Outreach Unit/Equine
Handler responded to in , located in El Paso County reference a felony menacing.

Prior to arrival, I was informed of the following: The reporting party who was identified as , DOB
stated he was a Process Server and he went out to a property on and someone came out of a building with a shotgun
pointed at him and shot it in the air. told me he was in fear of his life and was not sure if he was going to be shot.

As I was arriving in the area, I spoke with by phone and he relayed the following information to me. He stated the suspect
was a black female approximately 20 to 30 years old, 5'5" in unknown clothing with something pink or red covering her hair. When
he last saw the female party, she was driving a white van and appeared to be following him (although she drove inside the gated
property). I advised to stay away from the property and do not engage further. He told me he was going to wait in an area
out of view of the address.

Upon arriving into the area, I did notice a property situated in a rural area on multiple acres of land. I noticed that the property had a
gate that was secured by a large chain and padlock. There were also "No Trespassing" signs affixed to the fence and I noticed that
there was one building in the process of being constructed and several other small outbuildings/shed in addition to a 5th wheel and a
white van. As I made loud announcements (from the roadway over my marked patrol unit PA System) and chirped my siren. Minutes
later a black female walked toward my vehicle with an English Bulldog. This person fit the description provided by As
the female got closer, I was able to speak with her. Initially she refused to come out prior to securing her dog. After she secured the
dog, she walked back out to the roadway and spoke with me.

The female party identified herself as Nicole Lashay Mallery, DOB . She indicated that her identification was out of Texas.
She gave me a phone number of and then proceeded to explain what happened prior to my arrival.

Mallery told me the following: She looked out of her window and saw a white male and said "I was afraid". “I put my pants on and
didn't have a shirt on and I didn't know this person. The gate is closed and there are "No Trespassing" signs and there was someone
right outside my window. Strange things happen. I didn't know if he was trying to rape me!” "I was like give me some ID" and he
just started running so my dog started chasing after him. He was running and saying, "I have some papers to leave here". I said,
"give me some ID, why did you trespass on my property, what are you doing here?"

I asked Mallery at the time you were doing this what did you have in your hands? Mallery responded, "I did have a gun in my hands".
I asked Mallery what type of weapon did you have? Mallery indicated it was a shotgun. Mallery further said, " I was like what are
you doing here" (he ran, and I asked for ID because everything is locked here pointing to her gate). So why were you on the property?
I didn't have no shirt, I was outside without a shirt on, chasing him because I did not know why he was here, I couldn't get his ID. So,
when I went down there I saw his car was sitting there, I was trying to call the police out. I didn't have a signal and couldn't get his tag
number, but I don't know who he was at all. But he was here”.

I asked Mallery did the unknown male say anything to you? Mallery responded, "It happened so fast, I was in a state of shock, slightly
because obviously I had no clothes on and someone is looking through the window and I'm like what the hell is going on?"

Mallery pointed to a window on the shed near the south side of the property. Mallery again told me, “Look at the gate it says "No
Trespassing" as she pointed. She continued, “I'm trying to protect myself, my animals, and my property. I don't know! He did not
provide ID and he started running”.

I asked Mallery what happened next. She said, “He was just running, and the dog was chasing after him. He was running that was it.
Then he got to his car but obviously, I didn't have a shirt on, so I was walking with the dog. His car was sitting down here” (and again
Mallery was pointing to the south) which is an area south of her address but on the roadway. Mallery continued, "And I don't know if
the call went through when I called 911 but it was like a blue SUV".

I specifically asked, “At what point did you discharge the weapon?” Mallery stated, "I did not, this is why I am kind of confused.
Umm, I had it and I was pointing it like, hey give me some ID. I don't know who you are but that was kind of and (she paused) I asked
for ID- he didn't provide it and he just started running and the dog was there but he didn't bite him or anything”.
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She told me she wanted to file charges (on the process server) for breaking and entering, trespass, and attempted rape. She also
indicated that he breached the peace and that is why she wanted to file a complaint. Additionally, Mallery indicated that when she
came outside, he ( ) started coming towards her and I said, "you need to show me some ID! You need to show me some ID
right now, like what the fuck are you doing on my property!" After I gathered this information from Mallery I asked if she would let
me see her weapon. There was no response as additional units arrived on scene Mallery began explaining the situation again, never
responding to my question.

After leaving the address on , I spoke with . said he recorded the whole incident utilizing his
iPhone. I asked him if he would be willing to provide me with a copy of that video and he did. After watching the video, the incident
contradicted the information and statement provided by Mallery. Based on the video went onto the property, did not look
through windows and ran off after he was being chased. He indicated his only intent was to serve the legal paperwork.

On the video arrives at the area. The program used on his phone has current location data, time and hundred block range
displayed. You can hear him narrating as he identifies the property and the person, he is attempting to serve legal paperwork to. You
can clearly see the names on the video and photos of the property. was seeking Courtney Wayne Mallery, DOB

.

On the video I observed walk under a gate and move north toward the buildings and 5th Wheel. He was actively
attempting to make contact with a person. At no time did he peer directly through any window. After being on the property for
approximately 6:25 (minutes), I hear door burst open and a female voice screamed out "what the fuck are you doing?" and "get the
fuck out of here" and at that time yelled out, “I have legal paperwork”.

, continued in a panicked voice, “Listen! I have some legal documents!" on the video I could only hear Mallery responding,
"get the fuck off my property". , said "I'm leaving approximately 11 times. said, "I swear to God! Relax!” “I'
m leaving, I'm leaving……as he was walking away from her towards his vehicle. I recognized the voice of that of Mallery whom I just
had a conversation with.

On the video I can clearly make out the racking of the shotgun slide at 6:40 (minutes) and at the 6:43 (minutes) you can hear a weapon
discharge in the background. After the shotgun was racked and between the trigger being pressed (to discharge a round) Mallery said
something but I was unable to make out what she said.

In the video I did observe physically retreating and verbally stating the same. While he was in the process of leaving the
weapon was intentionally discharged in his direction and there were no forward movements on s part. Contrary to
Mallery’s statement, she aggressively pursued from the property with the weapon pointed in his direction after he stated he
was there to serve legal paperwork. Mallery intentionally placed in fear of imminent serious bodily injury and discharged
the weapon in a reckless manner.

During my investigation, Mallery knowingly provided false/fictitious information when asked to identify herself during my
investigation. As recorded on my office issued body worn camera, Mallery provided the following information when asked to identify
herself to me. She stated: Nicole Lashay Mallery, DOB and her ID was out of Texas. This was later determined to be false
information and the El Paso County Communications and Dispatch found her true identity and provided a dossier photo from Georgia

and I positively identified her as one in the same. The female party was in truth Nicole Remitha Lashay (Hawkins)
Mallery, DOB with previous/current drivers licenses out of North Carolina ) and Georgia.

At this time, the video will be added into the Digital Evidence File. A warrant will be sought for the arrest of Mallery and a filing
decision will be sent to the District Attorney’s Office for further review related to trespassing.
I have nothing further at this time.

I have nothing further.

CASE STATUS: ACTIVE

Supplement 20210415 1440 Reed, Michelle 11020

EPSO Case #2021-3810
Supplemental Narrative
Deputy M. Reed #11020
Date: 04/15/2021
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On 04/15/2021, I, Deputy Michelle Reed #11020, conducted the following investigation regarding this case:

At approximately 1440 hours, I presented an application for a search warrant and arrest warrant to the Honorable Monica Gomez of
Division C at the El Paso County Judicial Building, located at 270 S. Tejon Colorado Springs.

At approximately 1452 hours, Judge Gomez singed the arrest warrant for Nicole Remitha Lashay (Hawkins) Mallery, DOB
for: 18-3-206(1)(a) Menacing- A Class 5 Felony (One count); 18-5-113 Criminal Impersonation-A Class 6 Felony (One Count);
18-12-106 Prohibited Use of Weapons, A Class 2 Misdemeanor (One Count)

And related search warrant for: in , Colorado located in El Paso County.

I have nothing further at this time.

CASE STATUS: Active Warrants

Supplement 20210421 0800 Chase,Daniel 12017

Supplemental Narrative, Case #21-3810, Menacing

There is video footage available of this incident; however, this report is merely a synopsis of the relevant facts of the investigation. It is
not intended to be a verbatim account of every individual that I spoke with. This report does not reflect every word spoken by this
deputy, other deputies/officers, witnesses, suspects, or victims. For a verbatim account, please see Body Worn Camera (BWC) footage.
This deputy did not review the body worn camera footage to prepare this report.

On 04/21/2021, at approximately 0800 hours, I, Deputy Daniel Chase #12017, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office (EPSO), was part
of a Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) Team call out at , in unincorporated El Paso County, State of Colorado,
in reference to Ms. Nicole Mallery DOB: , who was wanted on felony charges.

Upon our arrival, we surrounded the house and called for all occupants to exit the buildings with nothing in their hands. I saw Ms.
Mallery exit an outbuilding with her hands in the air and watched Deputy Horn place her in handcuffs without any issues or struggle.
After we completed clearing the entire property, I heard someone air over the radio that they needed assistance with one of the
suspects. I got in a vehicle with Deputy David Fisher #14035 and we drove to where the suspects were located (Approximately 2000 feet
north from the residence on ). As we pulled up to the suspects location, I heard a female, later determined to be Ms.
Mallery, screaming that her shoulder was broken and that she was in pain. There were multiple deputies and medical personnel
surrounding her attempting to give her aid. Ms. Mallery refused medical care from the medical personnel on scene and requested to go
to the hospital.

Ms. Mallery was assisted by multiple people while getting out of the vehicle she was being detained in. As soon as she was completely
out, I checked her handcuffs for tightness and to ensure they were double locked. The handcuffs were not too tight but due to her
complaints of shoulder pain, I added a second set in order to release the tension on her right shoulder. Medical personnel again
attempted to treat her but she again refused on scene care. The decision was made to transport her via American Medical Response
(AMR) to Memorial Central Hospital. She was placed on the stretcher, the restraints were removed completely, and she was placed
into the back of the ambulance. I rode in the ambulance to ensure the safety of the AMR personnel.

While riding in the ambulance, Ms. Mallery continued to exclaim that “The Pigs broke my shoulder and choked me out til I blacked
out.” She yelled for the majority of the time exclaiming that all cops are racist and they only “Beat her up” because she was a black
woman. Additionally, she “passed out” and the Paramedics had to use smelling salts to wake her up.

We arrived at the hospital and were placed into a patient care room. Deputy Michelle Reed secured Ms. Mallery’s left leg to the bed
rail with a leg cuff. Ms. Mallery continued to Call Deputy Reed a “Field Negro” during our entire stay at the hospital. The doctor came
in multiple times in an attempt to provide care to Ms. Mallery, but she continued to call him a racist. Ms. Mallery told the doctor that
“The cop” broke her shoulder and choked her out until she was unconscious. The doctor advised Ms. Mallery that he was going to run
tests on all of her claims. Ms. Mallery initially agreed to all the tests.

Ms. Mallery wanted to call her husband, so he was aware of where she was. Deputy Reed had already advised her husband of where
we were but told him that she was in custody and he would be able to come see her. After Ms. Mallery was told that she could not call
her husband and that she would have to wait until she was booked, she became angrier and refused all care. The doctor advised Ms.
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behind a space heater. I secured the weapon, rendered it safe and placed it in my vehicle. The shotgun was checked via CCIC/NCIC
and showed as clear. My body worn camera was activated during the recovery of the weapon.

While at my vehicle two other parties (that had been detained by TSU) stated they wished to speak with a supervisor (me.) Both parties
thanked me for the professionalism of the TSU members and all those they had interacted with.

I then proceeded to EPSO evidence where the shotgun was placed into evidence by myself.

NOTHING FOLLOWS
Status: SAO

Supplement 20210510 1724 Reed,Michelle 11020

Supplemental Case Report: 2021-3810
Deputy M. Reed # 11020
Date: 04/17/2021

On 05/10/2021, I Deputy Michelle Reed # 11020 of the El Paso County Sheriff's Office Rural Enforcement and Outreach Unit/Equine
Handler conducted follow up reference the case number above related to located in El Paso County reference a
felony menacing and criminal trespass.
A case report was completed with the incident details. As the incident was reported I forwarded a filing decision to the El Paso County
District Attorney’s Office and received the following response related to , DOB and the charge of
18-4-503(1) Second Degree Criminal Trespass (filed on 4/15/2021).
Andrew S. Vaughan, Chief Deputy District Attorney responded with the following information:
“Reviewed case for filing decision. I think 18-1-701 is going to be a difficult affirmative defense to overcome. See also 7CA0279,
People v. Neckel 17CA0279-PD.pdf (state.co.us). I don’t see a no-trespass sign in video, but EPSO say there is one on the locked gate.
PS also goes under a poorly built fence. PS doesn’t linger on the property and knocks on the doors of buildings that could possibly be
a residence. He immediately leaves when told to do so. I am not sure that the way the property was set up that is was intended or
would be interpreted to exclude normal, legitimate inquiries or visits by mail carriers, newspaper deliverers, census takers, neighbors,
friends, utility workers and others who restrict their movements to the areas of one’s property normally used to approach the home. It
is a closer call than in Neckel but I do not think we have a reasonable likelihood of success at trial. “
As per the previous info, the District Attorney’s Office will not seek criminal charges against who attempted to serve legal
documents to a known occupant of the property listed above.
I have nothing further.

CASE STATUS: SAO
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CASE STATUS:

Warrant/ Active
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When there is a school shooting, news reporters always ask, "Why didn't somebody speak up at the ticking time bomb they saw in the
shooter?" Is Nicole a ticking time bomb? Will the DA or the Courts recognize the volatility Nicole brings to every state she lives in?

***END OF MESSAGE***

I have nothing further at this point.

STATUS: CBEM – Prosecution declined

Supplement 20221023 0900 Gerhart, Emory 95053

***NO BWC USED***

CASE: 22-11265
TITLE: Harassment
DATE: 10/19/22
DEPUTY: Gerhart #95053

On 10/23/22 at approximately 0900 hours, I, Sgt. Gerhart, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Rural Enforcement & Outreach Unit
arrived at the Office of the Sheriff, located at 27 E. Vermijo Avenue.

There I recovered 19 pages of a “Stalking Log” that had been completed by and had been left at the office for me to recover.
The log covered from 4/27/21 through 10/1/22. Each page had space for 10 entries. The log was created and maintained by
to show that the Mallery’s have no fear of her, and that, in her belief, they are actually going out of their way to put her in fear for her
safety. stated that each of the entries had video to support the entry.

had also texted me another 27 videos and pictures. These were downloaded from my phone. I then uploaded them to the
SHR_Digital folder and placed them (as well as all the other pictures and videos associated with this case) onto a DVD. The stalking log
was scanned and included in a digital format.

On 10/14/22 I did arrive at the EPSO Evidence facility where the DVD was placed into evidence as well as the paper copy of the
stalking log.

Nothing follows
Status: SAO
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A protection order was in place listing Courtney as the protected party and as the restrained party. saw a vehicle she
believed belonged to Courtney parked at the end of her easement road preventing her from being able to leave.

sent me photos of the vehicle parked at the intersection. Based on the position of the vehicle, she had enough room to go
around; however, she would have to come within 100 yards of the person occupying that vehicle. She assumed the driver was
Courtney.

forwarded me five images and eight videos of encounters she had with Nicole and Courtney.

EVIDENCE:

I placed digital images and videos forwarded to my work email address into the Digital Evidence folder on the shared drive.

CASE STATUS:

SAO
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No. Role Vehicle Type Year Make Model Color License Plate State

Date Code Type Make Model Description Tag No. Item No.
12/14/2022 Stolen Other One black, plastic, trash can

Vehicles

   

El Paso County Sheriff's Office
Summary

Case Number: 2022-00012559

Print Date/Time:
Login ID:

El Paso County Sheriff's Office01/31/2023 13:13
shrfox ORI Number: CO0210000
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• Has a lawsuit against DISTRICT CLERK, HARRIS COUNTY filed on 6-14-19. Last update 7-8-19. Is there something still
pending? What was the lawsuit about?
• Current charges of assault against a police officer in CO.
• Resisting arrest in TX 2-18-17 during Courtney's arrest for drugs.
• Has filed approximately 12 Restraining Orders against neighbors in the Yoder area.
• Pulled a gun against man and son on a county road and has been charged with a crime of endangering a child with a gun.
• Filed a Restraining order against the father and son (who is a student) who Nicole pulled a gun on.
• Has no kids but waits by the bus stop where the student boards the school bus. Is this witness intimidation? Their restraining
orders always state “children in the car”, but no child has ever been seen by a neighbor or the sheriffs office. Wouldn’t this be
concerning DHS for the safety of these children?
• School District moved the school bus. She now waits in an area where the mother cannot return home because she would be within
100 ft of Nicole.
• Called a black female Deputy a field nigger, then filed a racial complaint against that officer.
• While in court Nicole has insisted the black female Deputy not be allowed to observe the public sessions.
• Filed a complaint against a Sheriff's deputy who was not involved in an incident Nicole describes. Is this false reporting?
• Approximately 200 calls to the El Paso County Sheriff's Department due to issues with Nicole. How much taxpayer money is being
spent? How many Deputy and Court hours are spent on all the frivolous claims made by Nicole? If you climb on the rocks in the
Garden of Gods and need help getting down off the rocks, you are fined. They don't want the rescue squad's time being taken up by
people who should not be climbing. Why do they not charge Nicole for taking up the Sheriff's and Courts time on frivolous and false
claims?
• A person at the Sheriff's office did look up all the complaints filed by Nicole and was shocked at the number.
• Nicole and Courtney (male) claim their private property causing issues with other people who use the road
as their only access to their properties. The stated in court “I don’t see a reason for you too have to walk your dogs or ride your horse
on our public easement.”
• Although they do not have a mailbox at this location, Nicole and Courtney called the Post Office and wanted the mailboxes located
at the corner of and moved due to the people who have their mail delivered there. The judge also said that we would
be in violation of the restraining order if we stop to get out mail. The Mallery’s have claimed “we have had plenty of time to move our
mailboxes.”
• Has called numerous times about neighbors with guns, when there were no guns. Is this false reporting? Is it a crime to continue to
false report?
• Claimed trespassing due to a shadow and violation of restraining order.
• Drives approximately 1.5 miles to scream at a me then claim she is frightened of me. Wouldn't not driving the 1.5 miles solve that
problem?

When there is a school shooting, news reporters always ask, "Why didn't somebody speak up at the ticking time bomb they saw in the
shooter?" Is Nicole a ticking time bomb? Will the DA or the Courts recognize the volatility Nicole brings to every state she lives in?

***END OF MESSAGE***

Since that time frame has continued to provide me with videos and photographs of what she considers highly unusual
activity. This includes but is not limited to:

The incidents mentioned above where is being told what to pack for heaven, as well as the Mallery’s yelling “Hands up don’t
shoot” on the easement directly in front of her home.
Ms. Mallery arriving to the easement shortly after exits her house in the morning to do chores.
One or both of the Mallery’s coming out to the road or easement (in vehicles) when is leaving her property in her truck.
One or both of the Mallery’s driving by her property after she has returned home.
The Mallery’s continuing to come to the gate on the easement (away from any outbuildings) in lieu of using any of the other gates
available to them.
Ms. Mallery coming to the School Bus stop, while not dropping off or picking up any children.

On 10/13/22 at approximately 0900 hours, I arrived at the Office of the Sheriff, located at 27 E. Vermijo Avenue.

There I recovered 19 pages of a “Stalking Log” that had been completed by and had been left at the office for me to recover.
The log covered from 4/27/21 through 10/1/22. Each page had space for 10 entries. The log was created and maintained by
to show that the Mallery’s have no fear of her, and that, in her belief, they are actually going out of their way to put her in fear for her
safety. stated that each of the entries had video to support the entry.

had also texted me another 27 videos and pictures. These were downloaded from my phone. The stalking log was scanned
and into a digital format as well. To date has provided me over 90 videos and pictures (mostly video.) A copy of all
associated video will be placed into evidence as well.
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Folder 120222 was uploaded. I also placed the photos onto a DVD and will enter it into evidence. Of particular note in this series of
videos is a video labeled “IMG_0458 After Court” had court for her ROV on 11/30/22, where Nicole Mallery is the
That RO has since been dismissed in Division N. Nicole did not go to court. Her husband said she was in the “hospital” but it is likely
that she just didn’t want to get remanded and sent to CJC for her active warrant(s).. Upon return home Courtney Malley
drives by her residence (the easement) at a high rate of speed, turns around at the dead end and drives back at a high
rate of speed. The only feasible reason for this behavior is as an intimidation tactic against .

Nothing follows
Status: Active - Warrant

Supplement 20221122 0800 Gerhat, Emory 95053

CASE: 22-12559
TITLE: Stalking
DATE: 11/25/22
DEPUTY: Gerhart #95053

On 11/22/22 at approximately 0800 hours, I, Sgt. Gerhart, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Rural Enforcement & Outreach Unit
arrived at the chambers of the Honorable Judge Charlotte Ankeny. There I presented her with an arrest warrant I had prepared for
Nicole Mallery charging her with Stalking. I also presented her with a search warrant for , to seize camera’s and
equipment in relation to this investigation.

The judge found the warrants in good order and signed them both. The warrants were filed with the warrants clerk. The arrest
warrant was provided a case number of 22CR6014 the search warrant was provided number #22-3698. A copy of these warrants are
included with this supplemental report.

On 11/23/22 at approximately 0815 hours I arrived at to execute the warrant. Namely, the easement near the
the southern border or the Mallery property. There I removed three security cameras as well as three motion

detectors. The cameras were attached to South East Power Company (SEPCO) power poles. Furthermore, I observed unusual wiring
coming from one of the transformers on one of the power poles. While executing the warrant Courtney Mallery arrived on scene in a
white van. I explained the reason for my visit and provided him a copy of the search warrant indicating the items seized. I then
proceeded to EPSO evidence facility where I entered the seized items.

I had contacted SEPCO and informed them of the potential power tampering. I was informed that no power upgrades matching my
description had been ordered. I was requested to meet a SPECO employee in the area at 1130 hours so they could inspect the matter.

At 1130 hours I met with SEPCO employee Patrick Wyckoff. Mr. Wyckoff inspected the power modifications and stated that the
power hook up on the transformer was not conducted by SEPCO. He disconnected the power supply from the transformer. He then
cut a padlock that had been placed on a power box and inspected the boxes that had been put up. He also used bolt cutters to cut three
lines that had been installed. On this date no equipment was seen using stolen electricity. He then departed the area.

I had been provided photographs and video from in reference to this illegal access of the power transformer. She
indicated that the Mallery’s had completed the connection on 7/13/22. The pictures and video clearly show Courtney and Nicole
assisting another individual with the power connection. I took photos as well on 11/23/22. All photographs were uploaded to the Digital
Evidence folder under this case number. They will be placed onto a CD/DVD in the future and logged into the evidence facility. This
act is a clear violation of CRS 18-4-506.5 Tampering with a Utility Meter, a class 2 misdemeanor.
All warrants as well as the return of execution for the search warrant are included with this report. I am still waiting on word from the
DA’s Office to see if an arrest warrant should be prepared for Courtney Mallery for any criminal offenses.

Nothing follows
Status: Active - Warrant

Supplement 20221209 0930 Gerhart, Emory 95053

CASE: 22-12559
TITLE: Stalking
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These were scanned and uploaded to the EPSO Digital folder under this case number. I also placed the paper copies into evidence on
this date.

Nothing follows
Status: Cleared by Arrest.

Supplement 20221219 1230 Gerhart, Emory 95053

***NO BWC USED***

CASE: 22-12559
TITLE: Stalking
DATE: 1/7/23
DEPUTY: Gerhart #95053

On 12/19/22 I was contacted by in reference to this case. informed me that she had been contacted by
personnel at the Elbert County (Colorado) Jail. She was informed that Ms. Nicole Mallery had turned herself in in reference to this
case as well as another on this date.

I contacted the Elbert County Jail and was informed that they had no record of this. I checked CCIC/NCIC and was able to determine
that the warrant in reference to this case was no longer active, however there was no “locate” information associated with the
execution of this warrant.

On 1/5/23 I was able to get clarification from the 4th Judicial District Attorney’s Office in reference to this case. An arrest had been
made with appearances set in January of 2023.

Nothing follows
Status: Cleared by Arrest.
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CASE DISPOSITION 

Cleared by Arrest
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Supp 20221122 0800 Gerhart, Emory

CASE: 22-13804
TITLE: Violation of a Protection Order
DATE: 11/25/22
DEPUTY: Gerhart #95053

On 11/22/22 at approximately 0800 hours, I, Sgt. Gerhart, of the El Paso County Sheriff’s Office Rural Enforcement & Outreach Unit
did meet with the Honorable Charlette Ankeny in her chambers. I had prepared an arrest warrant for Nicole Mallery in reference to
this investigation.

The judge did find the warrant in good order, signed it and assessed a bond of $1000.00 The warrant was filed with the Warrant’s
Clerk and assigned a case number of #22M6864.

On 11/23/22 at approximately 0900 hours I did place a DVD of the videos into evidence at the EPSO evidence facility.

Nothing follows
Status: Active - Warrant
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Digital videos were sent to my work issued cell phone and will be uploaded, Shrdigital.
CRIME SCENE PROCESSING
N/A

FOLLOW UP

I reviewed the video footage sent me, and I observed the following:

I could see in all 5 video clips, a vehicle driving either on the property across from the road/ easement between the two properties, or a
vehicle driving down the easement following neighbors past her home. At no time did I observe the vehicles enter her
property or attempt to drive into her gate. I would also note that recorded the video on her phone from what looks like a
computer monitor. The quality and distance of the video does not allow me to identify the vehicles or the drivers.

ADDITIONAL NOTIFICATIONS

N/A

CASE DISPOSITION
Due to the above information, I did not find PC for the Harassment/ Intimidation that was alleged.
Case Status: In-Active
Additional information:
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In the discussion of the value of the dead sheep, estimated the sheep were $350 to $500 each in market value. The loss by
their death is valued at $4,000. agreed to email additional pictures she had taken as well as the results of the water test and
Necropsy of the two sheep.

8. Suspect of Arrestee Statement: None
9. Evidence: See attached property invoice
10. Physician’s Statement: None
11. Photo Lineup: None
12. Continuing Follow-Up: Necropsy report, water sample testing result, interviews with possible suspects and witnesses.
13. Case Status: Active
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